Energy consumption / Consommation énergétique

587 kWh per year / par année

Uses least energy / Consomme le moins d'énergie
Type 5I-B1 14.5 - 16.4
Similar models compared volume in ft³ / volume en pi³
ZIK30GHN****

Uses most energy / Consomme le plus d'énergie
Modèles similaires comparés Numéro du modèle

Removal of this label before first retail purchase is an offence (S.C. 1992, c. 36).
Enlèver cette étiquette avant la première achet au détail constituera une infraction (L.C. 1992, ch. 36).

OPOMBA:
Dodelava: Etiketa obrezana na končni format, luknjana Ø3mm
vstavljena vrvica dolžine 42 cm.
Etiketa tiskana dvostransko.

NOTE:
Completion: The labels cut at final format, perforated with holes Ø3mm,
input string have length 42 cm.
The label is printed on both sides.

---

U.S. Government
Federal law prohibits removal of this label before consumer purchase.

ENERGYGUIDE

Refrigerator-Freezer
- Automatic Defrost
- Bottom-Mounted Freezer
- No Through-The-Door Ice

Compare ONLY to other labels with yellow numbers.
Labels with yellow numbers are based on the same test procedures.

Estimated Yearly Energy Cost

Cost Ranges

Models with similar features
$52 $72

All models
$37 $72

587 kWh
Estimated Yearly Electricity Use

Your cost will depend on your utility rates and use.
Both cost ranges based on models of similar size capacity.
Models with similar features have automatic defrost,
bottom-mounted freezer and no through-the-door ice.
Estimated energy cost based on a national average electricity cost of 12 cents per kWh.

fetc.gov/energy
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